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The following report ie bated upon the results of an electro 

magnetic survey carried out by Sharpe Geophysical Surveys Limited on the 

K« J. Boylen - Fisher Lake Group in the Kenora district of northwestern 

Ontario* The survey was Initiated on January 22nd, 195$ and completed on 

April 1st,, 1955.

Survey lines were cut at 300 foot intervals oriented north AO W 

astronomic, and readings of electromagnetic tilt angles Mere bade at 100 

foot intervals on these linos*

The electromagnetic technique employed herein entails the use of 

a vertical transmitting coil, energised by 1,000 cycle per second alternating 

current and oriented so that its plane passes through the receiving position 

at each station* A receiving ooil is tilted in the plane perpendicular to the 

line Joining the receiving and transmitting coils until the "null" or position 

of minimum signal is attained* In the absence of sub-surface conductors, the plane 

of the receiving coil at the "null" will be horisontal* Appreciable tilts of 

this plane out of the horizontal nay be taken to indicate the presence and 

position of sub-surface conductors* Appreciable tilt angles nay be caused 

by eddy currents set*up by the alternating magnetic field of the transmitting 

coil in such geologic conductors as water-filled fracture or shear tones,
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graphitic shears and base metal sulphide deposits*

This property consists of the following claims* 

K19026 - K19072, inclusive 

45 claims in all*

It is located on the southeast side of Fisher Lake in the Kenora 

district of northwestern Ontario* about 40 miles southeast of the Town 

of Kenora*

ffSHEEAL QfiQfrOGY

No detailed published geology is available on the property 

covered by the present survey* However* the 21st Annual Report of the 

Ontario Department of Mines contains an article entitled "Goldfields of 

Lake-of-the-Woods, Manitou and Dryden" by A* L» Parsons - 1912* Mr* 

Parson* s generalized map* on a scale of one inch equals four miles* 

indicates that the property is underlain primarily by serioite-sohist 

and related rocks* There is a well defined regional strike which is 

oriented approximately north 50  east astronomic*

SUMMARY OF

In excess of 16 distinct conductors have been indicated by 

this electromagnetic survey* All of these conductors are of small 

electrical amplitude and it is considered unlikely that any of these 

could be caused by concentrations of base metal sulphide mineralisation 

of economic interest* They are probably caused mainly by small shear



tones containing at most minor amounts of metallic sulphides*

The strongest conductor* electrically speaking, is &  This 

was detected only on line 9E about 2750 feet north of the wain base 

line* This conductor is still of relatively small electrical ampli 

tude, exhibiting only 14  deflection peak-to-peak. Whereas there are 

many larger conductors* for example, 13 which exhibits apparent con 

tinuity over approximately 3000 feet, conductor #1 appears to bs of 

greatest (although still minor) potential*

It is recommended that the four most prominent conductors bs 

investigated geologically on the ground in the hope that some indica 

tions may be obtained which will be the basis for further investigation* 

Further interest in this property could only be based upon the presence 

of a type of mineralisation which is low in pyrite and/or pyrrhotite, 

but contains appreciable amounts of base or precious metals*

SiIgUSSIN OF

The accompanying plan map, on a scale of one inch equals 300 

feet, shows the distribution of the electromagnetic tilt angles and 

the conductors deduced therefrom* It will be noted that in excess of 

16 individual conductors have been indicated by this survey* Almost 

invariably the electrical amplitude of the tilt angles is very small, 

rarely exceeding 5  peak-to-peak. The strongest conductor, electrically 

speaking, is #1. This was detected only on line 9 east, about 2750 

feet north of the main base line* This conductor is still of small 

electrical amplitude, exhibiting only K  deflection peak-to-poak. 

Whereas there are many longer conductors, for example, #3 which is 

apparently continuous over approximately 3000 feet* Conductor #1 appears



to be of the greatest (although still udnor) interest.

It is to be expected that a eone of concentrated sulphide minerali 

sation of economic interest shall give rise to tilt angles exceeding approxi 

mately 30  peak-to-poak, providing the eone lies close to surface and in a 

favourable coupling position relative to some transmitter location* Evidently 

none of these conductors is of sufficient magnitude to be caused by such a eone 

of mineralisation* Any hope for economic interest being associated with any 

of these conductors would lie in their being caused by a type of mineralisation 

which is low in pyrite and/or pyrrhotite and contains still appreciable amounts 

of base or precious metals*

No drilling can be recommended on the basis of the electro-magnetic 

data* It IB, however, recommended that conductors numbers 1 to kt as indicated 

on the accompanying plan map, should be investigated geologically on the 

ground* Drilling, trenching or further investigation of these conductors 

should be based upon favourable results of these geological investigations*

Respectfully submitted

HOStaw

Toronto* Ontario 

June 27th, 1955*

Harold 0* Seigel, P.! 
Consulting Geophyeicist*
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